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President’s Report

The calibre of the speaker line-up has been phenomenal with a great variety of topics covered including; research, fieldwork, animal health and future
hobby projects. Meeting attendance has been fantastic over the last two years which is justification of our
efforts to bring you the best diversity of professionals
possible to share their passion for reptiles with us.
We carefully try to balance the needs and interests
of our members when approaching guest speakers.
If you have ideas on anyone you would like to hear
from or see, or topics you wish to see covered, please
let us know at meetings or email us through the AHS
website.
This is my third year as president of the Australian
Herpetological Society. I’m proud of the achievements of our organisation and in particular the hard
work of our committee. I’d like to thank you all, and
everyone who has supported the society throughout
the year. Our group is only as good as the contributions of our members. Please give yourselves a pat
on the back. It is often a thankless task and it must
be remembered that everyone is a volunteer. We are
always looking for new blood and I urge you that if
you are interested in joining the committee to make
yourself known.

Hi all,
Welcome to the new look AHS tri-annual newsletter. I hope you will enjoy what we have in store for
you all. Emily King, a journalism student (daughter
of Bob King), has jumped on board and will deliver
articles on key meetings and events, to keep those
that are unable to attend reliably informed.
Our next edition we would like to have a go at producing a glossy magazine style edition which we will
be calling for members to contribute to. If you have
an article you consider worthy of any of our newsletters please email them to m.duncan@uws.edu.au and
I will forward it to our editorial panel for consideration. This is an opportunity for you to contribute to
our inaugural magazine launch.
As many of our members are talented photographers, we will be running a photo competition with
several categories as so you can attempt have your
pictures published in this illustrious collector’s edition.
Well what a busy year, with another fantastic lineup of guest presenters and several action-packed field
trips to exciting locations. I’d like to thank all of our
speakers for their time and efforts in providing us
with a most interesting program, I have outlined in a
table in this newsletter the line-up of speakers we’ve
had to inform and entertain us this year.

Cheers
Michael Duncan
AHS President
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Past and future AHS meetings: speakers and topics
Month

Speaker

Topic

June

Dr Gavin Bedford

“The Oenpelli python project”

July

Dr Michelle Bingley

“Interesting and unusual veterinary cases”

August

Jason Luke

“A Borneo Extravaganza”

September

Col South

“Turtles and tortoises conservation”

October

John Mostyn
“The venom program at the Australian Reptile Park”
(Australian Reptile Park)

November

Dr Martin Whiting
(Macquarie University)

“Update on the amphibian conservation program at
Taronga Zoo”

December

Christmas Party

Australian Reptile Park “Christmas Party”

January

Michael Duncan

Ledknapper Nature Reserve field trip

February

Dr Robert Johnson
Dr Peter Harlow
(Taronga Zoo)

“Iguana research”

March

Dr Thomas Madsen
(University of Wollongong)

April

John Cann

May

AGM
Auction

2012

2013

“Anthropogenic rise and fall of an isolated adder population”
“Isolation breeds naivety: island living robs Australian
varanid lizards of toad-toxin immunity via a four-basepair mutation”

“The Cann family History”
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Updates
Membership renewal
It’s that time of year again and memberships are
due for renewal. We encourage everyone to use our
pay-pal system through the Australian Herpetological Society Website. A renewal form is attached for
those who are either having problems or do not
have computer access. Forms will also be available
at this month’s meeting if you would like it to be
processed on the spot. If you are having issues and
require direct contact with our membership officer
please email - ahs@exemail.com.au
Some of the benefits you get for being a member
of the Australian Herpetological Society include; a
sensational line-up of guest speakers that are industry professionals and or world renowned researchers, professional field trip opportunities under the
guidance of a scientifically licensed organisation,
opportunities to associate with like minded individuals at meetings, many of which are either industry
professionals or researchers or just enthusiastic hobbyists. Free Entry into the Australian Reptile Park
by showing your card upon entry.

Letter from the Editor
Welcome to the AHS’s new look newsletter!
According to the Chinese calendar, this is the year
of the snake. They see snakes as intuitive, introspective, refined and collected. In 2013, they believe this
is the year to be motivated and intellectual.
This year, the Australia Herpetological Society’s
Newsletter will be channelling the snake, which is
our iconic animal regardless. It’s time to let the AHS
shed its old skin and emerge revived.
Who am I? My name is Emily King. For those
who know him, I am the daughter of ‘Spongebob’
Bob King, SOPA coordinator. Not only have I been
a member of AHS alongside my family for the past
decade, I am in my third year of a Bachelor of Media
(Communications and Journalism) at the University
of New South Wales. It’s for this reason I am working with the AHS to bring you this newletter, full of
content written by your fellow AHS members.
So what can you expect? You can expect three editions this year - Autumn, Winter and Spring. You can
expect reports on meetings and fieldtrips, photography, creative works, and more.
If you want to get involved, please contact our
president Michael Duncan with your articles, photography, poetry, short stories, or anything else you’d
like to see published.
I’m really proud of what
we’ve been able to achieve in
the past six weeks. Moreover,
I’m really looking forward to
showing you what’s to come.
Enjoy reading,

Code of practice
The code of practice for keeping reptiles in NSW
was passed and made law in late March. This coincided with the decision to freely make reptiles available for sale in NSW pet shops. Please familiarise
yourself with the code and how it might impact you
and your keeping. Against the advice of the expert
advisory panel on which we were represented, the
code contains mandatory enforceable standard for
enclosure sizes. We will endeavour to have a discussion to what this code means to the future of keeping reptiles and how it may impact our members at
our AGM in May. If you have concerns, please bring
them along and voice them at our AGM and we will
do our best to address these on your behalf.

News

Emily
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On 22 March, Minister for Environment Robyn
Parker overturned the ban preventing live reptiles
being sold in NSW petstores. Six species of lizard,
eight species of snake and two turtles from class 1
will be available.
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CHRISTMAS
BBQ REPORT

Ledknapper Report
By Samantha Wavish – Dixon

By Emily King
It has become an AHS tradition, that when there’s
a Christmas BBQ, held at the Australian Reptile Park
on the Central Coast of NSW, that it rains.
While your memories may be misty, don’t worry,
it’s not the copious amounts of Blue Tongue lager,
it was the clouds that pressed down on our annual
event.
Amongst the adolescent emus, dog tame kangaroos and the excruiating ramblings of the Galapagos
tortioses, you would have found some other odd
creatures.
There’s Neville, who was teased that he could never
again fend off a reptile with his “fore-finger... oh, I’m
sorry, four-fingers...” during the show, as AHS members chuckled while members of the public looked on
in awe at his missing finger.
Yet the weather didn’t put a damper on our spirits,
holding off enough to let steaks and sausages be sizzled to perfection.
If that hadn’t wetted our appetite, looking on Elvis
in his heated pool as he was fed may have helped.
Members queued up for the behind-the-scenes
tour, where we were lead into the snake rooms, and
shown the largest taipan in captivity - aptly named
‘Longie’ who lounged about, free from his duty of being milked due to a broken fang.
As the day went on, the rain closed in, giving us a
slightly sloppy end to our Christmas BBQ. Nevertheless, it was great to see everyone!

The AHS trip to Ledknapper was nothing like our
family had done before. We read all the information,
had three snake bandages ready, a first aid kit and
spare petrol cans.
Getting to Ledknapper was the longest drive I’ve
ever done but time flew.
When we got there I saw my first wild Bearded
Dragon halfway up a tree. The farm we stayed at was
amazingly nice with a great kitchen and rooms.
The trip into the park was fun, setting and clearing
traps and finding loads of different reptiles. Going
out at night was my favourite part. The best find of
the field trip was a beautiful Mulga snake. I never
thought I would come to appreciate a Mulga snake
but I learnt heaps about them on the trip. They are
cool reptiles.
The Mulga was about 2 meters long, very strong
and was thrashing about when captured. This snake
was the first really aggressive one I have seen, wriggling and hissing in the bag, but it did stay still for us
all to photograph.
When it was let go everyone stood well back. The
snake did not seem at all scared of us and just slid
away a short distance and lay in some grass. It was
interesting to see another Mulga later that was in a
cool spot and see how quiet it was.
By the end of our stay it was surprising how many
more reptiles we noticed than when we arrived. It
was like we had switched our herping eyes on. On
the road out of Ledknapper we saw loads of lizards
and a snake we would not have noticed earlier.
I loved the trip, especially the late night outings
and we are all excited about going again.

____________________________________
See ahs.org.au for more event notifications
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Camera Basics Apeture

By Gregory Cruise
The aperture is literally an adjustable hole in your
lens that allows light to pass through. Much like
a human eye, when it is dark your iris opens up to
allow more light in, when it is light the iris closes
up, thus limiting the light hitting the retina. With
an open aperture, more light floods in, thus allowing faster shutter speeds. If you make the aperture
narrower, less light comes into the sensor and thus
needs a slower shutter speed. The balance between
shutter and aperture is referred to as the law of reciprocity.
Confusingly the aperture is referred to as stops.
A typical range of aperture on a lens is f/3.5 to f/22.
F/3.5 is the more open aperture and f/22 is the narrower aperture.
Aperture size or f stops have a direct effect on your
depth of field, the amount of focus your subject has.
f/3.5 has a shallow depth of field while f/22 has a
greater depth of field. Thus helping you to determine
the focus point in your picture, Such as a gecko’s eye.
Now if you set your camera to A (aperture priority mode) you can control your aperture and let the
camera set your ISO and shutter speed.
Have fun and practice.

Photography
Competition 2013
As part of our coloured magazine launch, which
will become an annual edition, we have decided to
run a photographic competition. You may enter one
picture per category and you must have a high - resolution copy available for printing. To be eligible for
the competition:
• You need to be a current AHS member to
participate
• Photos must have been taken between May
12, 2012 - May 12, 2013
• Submissions must be received by May 12th
2013

Judging- A short list of photos (5 in each category)
will be prepared by the committee for voting on at
our AGM on the 22/05/13 by everyone in attendance.
Committee members that enter photographs will
be unable to vote on the categories they have entered.
Winners will be notified by email and asked to
provide a high resolution image that will feature in
our prestigious annual magazine.
Categories are as follows;
• Best Red Belly Black Snake Shot (for front
cover)
• Best AHS field trip photo
• Herping photo of the year
• Best captive reptile photo

Email submissions must be saved as your name
and what category you are nominating it for, and
emailed to sharleenknox@yahoo.com.au
eg)image - joe bloggs Field trip category
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AHS
Meeting Report

stage. He explained to us his life-long fascination
with the iguanas of the Pacific, despite sufficient reptiles to be found at home.
It was twenty-some years after his first trip to Fiji
that he actually saw one in-situ, echoing the history
of habitation by these brightly coloured lizards.
“It seems 800 years ago they took a bunch of
iguanas back to Tonga and let them go, probably for
food.,” says Harlow, explaining how the iguanas are
not native to Tonga.
These days, he finds them a lot more noticible.
“I’ve had them shit on me while I’m eating my sandwiches for lunch,” he told the audience.
“They do these lovely cigar shaped poos,” added
Johnson. “You can tell if there’s one in a tree from the
poos on the ground.”
They showed us slide after slide where iguanas
could be found in every second tree of the island of
Yadua Taba by night-spotting their pale underbellies
from below.
Rather than venture into the spirit-ridden
forests,Harlow and Johnson appealed to locals by
finding the oldest man in the village, and showing
him pictures of reptiles to find out if there are, or
ever has been, iguanas on the island.
“There was a man 107 which I think is pretty good
for living on and island,” says Harlow. “But his eyesight wasn’t too good so we couldn’t show him the
pictures, so this is the next oldest man.”
However, in their eagerness to please, locals often
would say yes to every picture shown. So Harlow
developed an amusing solution, “we’d show them a
picture of an alligator and if they say yes... I can tell
he’s bullshitting!”
Yet Harlow has also gained the ability to find other
animals apart from the elusive iguanas. “I can tell in
a ten minute walk whether there’s cats on the island
just by the presence of these skinks,” he says, pointing
out the impact of feral species such as cats, goats and
mongeese.
Speaking of unwanted guests, these two herpeologists had to take some interesting measures to do
their research. Apart from the traditional gifts to
cheifs, Peter Harlow and Robert Johnson became
‘Temporary Biosecurity Officers’ in Fiji, which allowed them access to otherwise restricted areas.
“So Peter and I have worked for a miltary dictatorship, so watch out,” joked Johnson.

By Emily King
Those who joined us at the AHS meeting on 27
February will remember Dr Peter Harlow from
Taronga Zoo by the lovely floral sarong he was
pictured wearing while researching iguanas in Fiji.
Despite the hours working with Dr Robert Johnson,
who is
the “vet of choice for those who keep the hobby”
says AHS President Michael Duncan, there was no
“bromance” between the two herpetologists, says
Johnson.
This sets the tone for a deeply engrossing presentation by these two men, which was given at the AHS
meeting held in the Sydney Mechanical School of the
Arts.
Settling in with tea, coffee and biscuits, members
aquainted themselves with the new and familiar faces
as the lights dimmed.
After a short summary of the “Worst weekend to
do a field trip in the history of [field trips]” by President Michael Duncan, members were assured that
“we still got animals. [It] one of the best field trips
we’ve had, from some of the comments we got.”
The lights dimmed, and Peter Harlow took to the

This AHS meeting was held at 7:30pm in the Mitchell Theatre of Sydney Mechanical School of the Arts.
We invite you to join us in our future meetings.
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Opinion

‘code of practice’ as Minister Parker calls it, a sufficient replacement for what societys such as our own
can provide for reptile keepers?
Using meetings and forums, alongside friendships
and contacts made through herpetological societies,
members can share husbandry tips, ensure the health
of bloodlines, protect fellow members from illegal
and immoral action such as poaching, as well as
keeping the pricing of animals honest.
The ban “was a misguided thought it would help
animals but to be honest the opposite happened, it
fostered this grey and black market,” Croucher said.
Some may be offended by the implication that a
significant portion of reptile licence holders, who are
already subject to strict legislation from NSW Parks
and Wildlife, are somehow involved in grey and
black market deals.
Yes, we make a profit out of our reptiles, but it is
in direct reaction to supply-demand, and reduces
overhead costs that will raise the cost of reptiles sold
in petstores.
If buying a cute penny-turtle or bearded dragon
hatchling is as easy as walking into your nearest
petstore, then paired with the rising acceptance of
reptiles as pets, then you can be sure these critters
will sell at a higher rate than individual sellers would
normally face. After all, petstores are retailers. Retailers sell products. Ergo, reptiles have become a
product, and they will expect their shelves to constantly be filled, so to speak. This means the price of
otherwise ordinary animals rises, but also increases
the risk of poaching as breeders succumb to the demands of petstores.
It’s also important to remember the type of person
who wants to buy these species. They are very valuable as ‘first reptiles’ but in the wrong hands, all the
measures of education can fall on deaf ears. We all
know of someone who likes the thought of a reptile
without its reptilian-ness. They want a tiny turtle, a
bearded dragon that never brumates, a snake they
can speak parseltongue to. No pet is a toy, but some
buyers seem to forget that.
I walked into Yagoona’s RSPCA shelter on Boxing Day 2012, and the number of puppies and kittens, bought on a whim at a petstore, that had been
dumped, to be euthanised that evening, was astounding. It’s common sense that tells us that not every
person that walks into a petstore has complete commitment to the animal they buy. Can we expect the
turtle that grew too big to find a home as easily as the
overgrown pup?
One thing’s clear: conserving our diverse and endemic species of reptiles is not easy business.

A Scaly Issue

Reptiles to be sold in NSW petstores
By Emily King
On Friday March 22, the Pet Industry Association
of Australia (PIAA) sounded their horns - after 15
years of lobbying, they had the ban that prevented
petstores in NSW from selling reptiles overturned.
Not so quick. First of all, there’s a catch. There’s a
mere fifteen Class 1 animals allowed, including bluetongues, bearded dragons, eight species of python
and two species of turtle and gecko.
It’s not exactly a smorgasbord, revealing the move
for what it really is - a consumerist ploy that peddles to the rising numbers of ignorant yet eager new
reptile liscence holders.
Environment Minister Robyn Parker said in a
statement on Monday that “there are more than
16,800 licensed reptile keepers in NSW, which shows
just how popular they have become as pets.”
PIAA director Bob Croucher insisted the importance of lifitng the ban would help the fastest growing sector of the pet industry, which has seen over
3000 applications between 2005 and 2007.
“Until now they have only been able to buy pets
online or at reptile expos but not at reputable and
well-established pet stores. This can be a baffling
process for people wanting to take up the hobby,”
says Parker.
“When I had a look at this I couldn’t understand
why this wasn’t allowed. A pet shop owner could put
online, advertise to have a reptile for sale, go out the
back in their car park and sell the reptile, but not in
their shop,” she said.
“I wanted to make sure that this was better regulated, and we’ve got codes of practice that people need
to follow.”
What Parker and Croucher forget is that like many
other deregulated systems, reptile keeping has become self-regulated in the absence of a nanny-state.
Societies for the herpetologically inclined have, for
many years, created a strong network of breeders and
keepers, who out of shared interest and the necessity
of having contacts to make sales remain in an ever
evolving discourse about herpetology. There is no going to a petstore, buying your bluey and going home,
never to bother with ‘those reptile folk’ again.
PIAA director Bob Croucher said the decision
would better regulate the sale of reptiles and provide
owners with more information on how to care for,
maintain and feed their reptile.
But is this one-off sales spiel, or ‘regulation’ and
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Sydney Olympic Park survey work is an important
part of the Australian Herpetological Societies fieldwork program. We have now completed our second
year of this current three year contract. Not only
does our ongoing support aid in the SOPA authority making management decisions for the park, it
raises us essential funding as so we can support other
fieldwork activities. A full report of this year’s survey
is available in a report by Bob King our SOPA coordinator in this edition.
I’d sincerely like to thank Bob for his sterling effort
in coordinating our SOPA activities. I urge all members to try and participate in at least one of these to
experience the value of this to our society.
Additionally I would like to pass on many thanks
to the support from the SOPA authority, in particular
Jenny OMeara and Tina Hsu for supervising our visits and coordinating our activities. We genuinely love
to be a part of these surveys’ and thoroughly enjoy
our visits to the site.

Do you love
photography?
Join field trips for
unique chances
to capture reptiles
in nature!

___________________________________

Field Trips

By Michael Duncan
The AHS has a proud tradition of providing field
trip opportunities for its’ members. We are the only
scientifically licensed society that has fully animal
ethics approval to undertake field research on herpetofauna.
This year saw us undertake a major herpetological research field trip, for ten days, to Ledknapper
Nature reserve.
A preliminary report can be found in this edition,
with a scientific analysis to follow in our following
magazine. Personally this was the best field trip i
have ever been a part of in my time with the AHS.
The success of this trip was attributed to the professionalism displayed by our team leaders and eager
participants. I’d personally like to thank our field trip
coordinator Jason Luke for the professionalism and
leadership he displayed in the field. The feedback I
have received has been extremely positive and we
will certainly consider re-visiting this in the future.
This type of field trip is a rewarding opportunity
for our members. To be eligible to attend the more
advanced field trips, we ask that members either
attend our Sydney Olympic Park survey trips or our
Smith’s Lakes weekends to gather the necessary skills
in the importance of data collection and to gain an
understanding of the value of our work.
Our annual Smith’s Lakes field trip was again a
resounding success despite the wettest weekend in
its history. The weather conditions didn’t deter the
die-hards and we were out in torrential rain uncovering species generally only encountered prolifically
in such conditions. The species accounts were well
down on previous years, but a good time was had by
all. Smith’s lake field trips are a good time to socialise
in a friendly atmosphere and I urge all members to
consider attending one of these trips. It’s an experience you would enjoy and is suitable for families,
bearing in mind surveys run late in the night to the
early hours of the mornings. If you’re interested in
attending these trips stay tuned for details of how to
register later this year.

One of our volunteers, Sharleen Knox took this photo of an
adult Green and Golden Bell frog.

Blue Tongue Bonanza
at

Sydney Olympic Park
By Bob King, SOPA Coordinator
The AHS has just completed the sixth season of
surveys for Sydney Olympic Park Authority (SOPA).
These reptile surveys are arranged under a contractual arrangement which benefits both parties. SOPA
accesses our reptile and amphibian surveying skills
through the involvement of AHS volunteers covered
through our scientific licence to do this, and the AHS
is remunerated in return. This injection of funds has
helped subsidise our other survey activities such as
field trips to Ledknapper and Smiths Lake.
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The society has also provided advice to SOPA over
management of the park to create a more reptile
friendly environment and now log piles are becoming a common sight. Previously when trees were
felled these where often removed but now the practice is to leave the logs on site. We have also spend
some time rearranging these log piles for optimum
retreat capacity.
The society is keen to maintain the relationship
with SOPA so has completed more surveys than our
contract requires but it’s great fun for those who
volunteer their time and they are enticed to participate with some culinary delights! The last survey was
a night time one on the 22nd March and following a
BBQ to fortify us we headed off into the Brick Pit.
Conditions were perfect, there had been a storm
and so all was wet yet the evening was warm. It was
however somewhat surreal as the Easter Show had
started the day before so we spotlighted under the
glare and noise of side show alley with fireworks going off every so often!
All of this however did not distract us from our
task and seemed to have no effect on the herps. We
found three species of skink, blue tongue, water and
striped, five species of frog, Green and Golden Bell
frog, Common Eastern Froglet, Striped Marsh Frog,
Perons Tree frog, and Eastern Dwarf Tree frog. There
was also a long necked turtle cruising around one of
the water ways.
For those involved I’d like to extend a very big
thank you for all the time and effort put into these
surveys and the physical effort in carrying some large
logs into somewhat difficult to access places! Also
thanks to Jen and Tina for the little gifts we have received along the way such as thank you cards, native
tube stock plants, and even some free passes to the
Aquatic Centre.
We look forward to continuing this work over the
coming years and new volunteers are always welcome. It’s a great way to spend a few weekend hours
and there’s always the thrill of finding herps in this
island of green within Sydney’s urban landscape.

Every survey requires the AHS volunteers to be
inducted and assisted by SOPA, and this year Jennifer
O’Meara Parklands Ecologist, and Tina Hsu Ecology
Project Officer have accompanied us. Their guidance
is essential and through their efforts we are privileged to be able to access area such as the Newington
Woodland and the Brick Pit which are off limits to
the general public. I’d like to thank both Jen and Tina
for their assistance and advice and its always interesting to hear about what’s happening in the park from
an ecological perspective.
This year the weather has been kinder than last
season and three day time surveys and one night
survey have been completed. While no new species
have been located the profile of the known species
is continuing to develop. For example an emaciated striped skink (Ctenotus robustus) was found in
one of the plastic irrigation pits in a completely new
location. We regularly check these pits as they act
like traps, so we rescue anything that has fallen in
and place a stick within them to permit easy escape.
It appears that species such as this striped skink are
expanding into new areas as the habitat becomes
more established over time. We have also heard from
Jen and Tina about some species which although
have not been found during one of our surveys are
known to be present. One is the red bellied black
snake, which Jen has seen on Wentworth Common.
This sighting and a number of others would indicate
that this snake is present along the Parramatta River,
which may be a corridor for this species. The other is
the Eastern Bearded Dragon which is present in the
Armoury/Newington woodland area. Both Jen and
Tina have seen one here and the occasional roadkill
has been reported.
We have also continued to put out hollow logs
to create more retreats for reptiles. These are extremely popular with blue tongues and water skinks,
and I believe a new record for the number of blue
tongues in one day was set at the last day time survey with a total of 14, many of which were under
these logs. Long time member Brett Aitchison has
provided many of these sawn logs and has helped
prepare others found on site. His skill with a chain
saw ensured that a blue tongue and large water skink
were unharmed when he sawed some logs in half
and these inhabitants fell out! We left a log for them
and relocated the other ones to other areas, and in
a strange paradox there was an inverse relationship
between the size of the log carried and the size of the
volunteer! Many thanks to Brett for all his help with
these surveys.
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A.H.S.
Ledknapper
Field Trip
22nd September –
1st October 2012

By Jason Luke, Field Trip Coordinator
With the weather in Western N.S.W literally freezing and wet in the weeks leading up to the field trip,
things weren’t looking too good, but luckily on queue
the warm weather arrived just days before us. Heading out we past our first Shingleback Skink dodging
traffic just past Dubbo, then the Bearded Dragons
were out in force, most were sitting on clumps of
grass on the roads edge, though some had unfortunately decided to bask on the Highway. Eventually as
we neared Bourke we decided to “rescue” a couple….
Yep! Vitticeps, we were heading in the right direction…… Soon enough we had reached our destination and met up with our O.E.H. contact, Ranger
Shayne O’Sullivan, who showed us around the pretty
plush quarters where we would be staying, Hot water,
air-conditioned bedrooms, full kitchen and lounge
area with a TV! Yes we were roughing it all right….
This gave us a comfortable place to go through past
fauna survey records of the area each night to work
out what had been found and where in previous
years.
Ledknapper Nature Reserve was created in
October 2002, and covers an area of 30,604 hectares,
it has numerous vastly different environments which
makes it quite an amazing place with a rich and diverse collection of fauna and flora. Over the first two
days we set about setting up trap lines, eight in total,
all in differing habitats. The trap lines consisted of a
drift fence with pairs of funnel traps set side by side
in various places along the fence, these had shade
cloth pegged over the top. Each trap line was checked
morning and night, with some driving to be done
between each trapped area, this equated into a lot of
work!

The day temperatures for the most part were
scorching hot and the nights mild to cold, Inland
Bearded Dragons (Pogona vitticeps) were all over
the roads, fields and in the trees, they had just
started their breeding season and were often seen in
pairs. Shingleback Skinks, (Teliqua rugosa), were out
some days and absent others, occasionally they were
out on hot days and occasionally on cool days, and
other days that seemed ideal there would be none.
Large Elapids were common during the day, A few
large Mulga snakes were found crossing the tracks
and under tin and a yearling was found in one of the
traps and another under bark near the same trapline. Strap-Nosed Brown Snakes (P. aspidorhyncha)
were both found out in the field crossing roads, and
one found its way into a trap as well as a few living
around the buildings where we were staying. A lowly
Curl snake (Suta suta) was found in a trap after a
warmer than usual evening.
Plenty of Gecko species were found, typically
Bynoes Geckos and Common Dtellas (Gehyra variegata) were everywhere, Beaded Geckos (Lacasium
damaeus) were very common in the spinifex habitat
even on cold nights, in the same habitat Eastern
Spiny-Tailed Geckos (Strophurus williamsi) were
found. Marbled Velvet Geckos (Oedura marmorata)
turned up in large numbers at one site and Box-Patterned Geckos (Lucasium steindachneri) were found
in a variety of hard ground habitats and a couple
of Beaked Geckos (Rhynchoedura ormsbyi) also
turned up but the highlight for the gecko lovers was
a Knob Tailed Gecko (Nephrurus levis levis) that
was found at the edge of the road in the spinifex one
night. Burton’s Legless Lizards were commonly seen
in the traps, usually with skink tails protruding from
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their mouths and bulging stomachs, in one case one
was found in a trap with a yearling Mulga Snake,
less its tail, which the snake promptly regurgitated
upon removal, the Burton’s was released around 50
meters from the trap site, it was caught again the very
next night. A good variety of Skink’s turned up in
the traps, and the traps were very useful for catching those extremely fast striped Ctenotus skinks, we
got three species of Ctenotus, C. schomburgkii, C.
brachyonyx, and C. regius. Other skinks found in the
traps were a zillion Morethia boulengeri, a heap of
Cryptoblepharus, and a pair of Menetia greyii, as well
as one nicely patterned Eastern Blue Tongued Skink
(Teliqua scincoides). Although the past surveys
had turned up literally hundreds of Sand Monitors
(Varanus gouldii), the cold nights were keeping them
underground though a few were found both in the
park and on the roads on the way into town, we also
managed to catch a Black-Headed Monitor (Varanus
tristis). Other than the ever-present Beardies, we also
found a good range of other agamid species. A couple Burn’s Dragons (Amphibolurus burnsi) and Central Netted Dragons (Ctenophorus nuchalis) were
found, and after some habitat searching and studying
prior survey work we found our first Eyrean Earless
Dragon (Tympanocryptis tetraporophora) then a few
days later searching the same habitat we found many
more basking on the road edges.
Nobbi Dragons (Diporiphora nobbi) were common in traps as well as in the field, many of the

females were heavily gravid. Under logs we found
two species of Lerista’s and plenty of each species, L.
timida and L. punctatovittata as well as one Prongsnouted Blind Snake, (Ramphotyphlops bituberculatus).
A few frogs were turning up in the traps, namely
Uperolia’s (either rugosa or capitulata or both?) and
Desert Tree Frogs (Litoria rubella) around the dams
on the property we found Peron’s Tree Frogs (Litoria
peroni) and Barking Marsh Frogs (Limnodynastes
fletcheri) and we were lucky enough to have a late
afternoon thunderstorm one evening and around
the sleeping quarters we found Salmon-striped Frogs
(Limnodynastes salmini), Green Tree Frogs (Litoria
caerulea) and a frog that made us all happy to see,
the iconic Crucifix Frog (Notaden Bennetti).
Overall it was a hugely successful trip, we couldn’t
of ever expected to find the amount of critters we
did, or do it in such a spectacular part of the country,
we were truly blessed.
I would like to thank all the members who attended this trip, it was great to have such a good
and willing group of people who all seemed so
keen to put in the hard yards, you all made it a very
memorable trip. I would especially like to thank our
President, Michael Duncan, for putting in hours and
hours of his time to sort out all the paperwork and
getting all the approvals that it takes to run such a
field trip.
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Annual Report
Online Communication

Financial Report

At our last committee meeting we unanimously
decided that this year we would like to improve our
communication to all members.
Our Facebook site has been updated regularly with
upcoming meetings, announcements and events and
we are extremely happy with utilisation by many
members. We will continue with this form of information sharing to streamline communications.
Currently we have been using the Mail-Chimp
program to provide monthly email reminders of upcoming meetings to those that have supplied a valid
email address. Whilst the program provides us with
some statistics, we would really appreciate feedback
on whether you find this useful or not. Shortly we
will be installing a “Feedback” button on our webpage so that you may contact us with suggestions etc.
In the meantime feel free to email any feedback to
myself at m.duncan@uws.edu.au
The website is currently going under a major revamp. Unfortunately work on this has recently stalled
but it is being rectified as we speak. Gregory Cruise
will be concentrating on the field trip section for us
and Steve Parker will be receiving lessons in the back
end of operations to ensure our membership database, auto reminders etc are being utilised to the full
extent of their capabilities. This year we will be uploading important paperwork for our members such
as financial reports, field trip code of conduct forms,
animal ethics and scientific licence permits etc. is
envisaged that it will become a much more useful
tool for all members. If you have any skills in this
area and would like to become a contributor please
contact one of our committee.

A full copy of our financial report will be available at the AGM in May, it is envisaged that we will
also make it available through the website. The AHS
remains financially viable thanks to sensible committee decisions and the hard work of our treasurer.
Despite considerable investment in venue hire, society promotion, field trips, field trip equipment, and
safety gear we have remained in a strong position
and will continue to provide as many opportunities
as possible for our members to become involved.
At this stage I would particularly like to thank the
hard work of our Treasurer Steve Parker, who has
streamlined our membership process and financial
reporting. With the analysis and breakdowns of costs
and expenditure we now have, sensible decisions can
be made to keep the society in a healthy financial
state to preserve its’ future.

Fauna record books
Just a reminder, that your Fauna record books in
NSW are due by the end of April. It is a condition of
your licence to keep your records accurate and completed on time. Most of you would now be aware that
DECCW have now implemented an “online” fauna
book record system. You are then expected to then
maintain all your records online.

Shows and events
The society again attended several shows that we
believe fit in with our society charter which aims at
public education about reptiles. These events included “Life in the Park”, put on by the SOPA authority. We always present an exciting display that
is extremely popular to those that attend. We will
continue to support this valuable event as we believe
in public education on reptiles in this urban setting.
We are again attending the Royal Easter Show as
part of the Wild Expo display. We feel this is a great
opportunity to promote reptiles and the activities
of our society to the general public. We really enjoy
sharing our passion for the reptiles with an often uniformed public. Hopefully our presence inspires a few
and when can introduce them to the world which we
love.

Raffles
This year saw the introduction of different raffle
prizes which included limited edition AHS premium
wine bottles as a collector’s items. The only way to
obtain these is by being a guest presenter of the society or to win one in the raffle. Donations of herpetological literature, posters and husbandry equipment,
has continued to see the raffle well supported. If you
have ideas that my assist us in fundraising opportunities; please bring this to the attention of a committee member.
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Annual General Meeting

Wednesday 22nd May, Sydney Mechanics’ School of Arts 280 Pitt Street, Sydney NSW.
The annual fundraising AHS auction will be held on the night of the AGM. Please bring along any donations of items/animals, books etc you are happy to part with for this fundraising event. In past years our
auction has been well supported and raised some important funds for the society, and is an opportunity for
bargains.
Also, please think about whom would best represent your interests on the committee and consider nominating them for a suitable position. If you think you would like to serve on the committee and are unsure
about what is involved, the roles and associated responsibilities and the people currently holding the positions are described in the table below. If you would like to run for a position you need a member to nominate
you. Nomination forms can be filled out below and a box will be placed at the entrance of the meeting venue
for you to place it in. This year the positions on the committee will be as follows;
Position

Member in Office

Roles and Responsibilities

President

Michael Duncan

Vice Presidents

Andrew Melrose
Matthew McCloskey

Secretary

Darren Whittaker

Treasurer

Steve Parker

Newsletter Editor (contracted out)
Librarian
Website Coordinator

Kelly Nowak
Glenn Shea
Vacant

Field Trip Officers
(Sydney and surrounds)
(Sydney Olympic Park)

Jason Luke
Bob King

Run the monthly meetings
Represent the society
Liasing with committee members
Call committee members
PR, Organise speakers
Presidential reports
Represent the society
PR, Organise speakers
Cover for the president
Animal ethics and scientific licence
renewals and reports
Collect mail from Circular Quay
PR, Organise speakers
Mail outs
Secretarial reports
Venue Hire
Accounting and finance
Manage funds
Paying bills, tax and associated paperwork
Financial reports
Maintaing membership register
Produce and edit regular newsletters
Maintaing AHS Library
Maintain website so that it is functional,
up to date and informative
Coordinating local field trips
Responsible for local field trips, maintaining associated paperwork, coordinating contractual field work with SOPA

General Committee
Tea / Coffee
1)Raffle Co-ordinator
2)Assistant to secretary (co-ordinating speakers)
3)Assistant to field trip co-ordinators
4)Shows and events
5)General back/up

Anthony Tonks
Chris Williams
Brett Aitchison
Vacant
David Godwin
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AUSTRALIAN HERPETOLOGICAL SOCIETY
Committee nomination 2012/2013
I nominate …………………………………………….for the position of ………………………………………

Name of nominator……………………………………………………………..
Signature……………………………………….

I agree to the nomination. Signature of person nominated………………………..
Date………………
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